Let A be a unital Banach algebra and 8 the group of isometrics in A. The norm in A is uniquely maximal if S is not contained in any larger bounded group in A and there is no equivalent norm on A with the same group of isometrics. We use a group theory result of B. H. Neumann to prove that the discrete measure algebra l'(Ci) is uniquely maximal if and only if G has no finite conjugacy classes.
i -{u G A; Hull = lit/-1 II = 1). We shall call § the group of isometries in A. We shall say A has a maximal norm if ê is a maximal bounded group in A. This is equivalent to saying that there is no equivalent algebra norm on A with more isometries. When A is maximal, there may be many equivalent algebra norms on A with the same group of isometries. What shall concern us in this paper is when a maximal norm is unique.
The unital Banach algebra A has a uniquely maximal norm if it is maximal and there is no equivalent algebra norm on A with the same group of isometries. The ß*-algebras are uniquely maximal. For commutative and finite dimensional algebras, uniquely maximal is equivalent to B* (see [1] ). For a general unital Banach algebra we shall say the norm is convex transitive if co~ {u; u G $} = [a G A; \\a\\ < \).
We have the following relationship between uniquely maximal and convex transitive: Theorem 1. Let A be a unital Banach algebra. Then A is uniquely maximal if and only if A is convex transitive and there does not exist a G A,\\a\\ > \ such that (a, (?) ( the semigroup generated by a and § ) is bounded.
Proof. We shall first prove uniquely maximal implies convex transitive. We assume the norm is uniquely maximal. Suppose B = co~ {u;u G Q} Ç [a G A; \\a\\ < 1}.
Let z G A with II z || = 1 and z G B. By the Hahn-Banach separation theorem (see [3, p. 60 IImxII, = sup{II¿mxII; fee (z,<3)} = sup{||fex||;fee (z,S>) = llxll, forallx G A.
As above we take the operator norm II a II2 = sup{ II ax ||, ; || x ||, < 1} for all a G A. This is an equivalent algebra norm on A with at least the same isometries. As A is uniquely maximal, Il a II 2 = Il a II for all a G A. In particular, we have 1 <||zll =sup{||zx||,; llxll, < 1} = 1, a contradiction; hence, such a z does not exist. Let II • II, be an equivalent algebra norm on A with at least the same isometries. As A is convex transitive, we have {a; Hall < 1} = oe {m; m G §} C {a; Hall, < 1).
Hence, Hall, *£ Hall for ail a G A. Suppose there exists a b G A such that ||¿>||, < \\b\\; by taking a suitable multiple we may assume \\b\\x < 1 < IIfell. But, we have (fe, S)C {a; Hall, < 1} Ç {a; Hall ^ K) for some constant K by equivalence. Hence, IIfell > 1 and (b, <3) is a bounded semigroup, a contradiction. Therefore Hall, = Hall for all a G A, A is uniquely maximal. Let ll(G) he the discrete measure algebra over G, ll(G)={Za(g)g;a(g)GC,l\a(g)\<0o} with convolution multiplication, (2 a(g)g)(Z ß(h)h) = 2 y(k)k where y(k) = %gh = ka(8)ß(h) for each k G G. The norm in /'(G) is given by H2a(g)gll = 2 | a(g) | . The group of isometries in /'(G) is just the group, § = {Xg; g G G, XgC|a|=1} = GXT. Obviously for any group G, l\G) has a convex transitive norm.
We shall prove that G has no finite conjugacy classes if and only if /'(G) is uniquely maximal. In order to prove this result we shall require the following lemma, which may be of interest in itself. The lemma is based on the following interesting but little used group theory result of B. H. Neumann [2] . Theorem 2. // a group G is the set union of a finite number of cosets of subgroups, then one of those subgroups has finite index in G.
Lemma 3. Let G be a group with no finite conjugacy classes. If S G G is a finite set with n elements, then there exists g G G such that SgS has precisely n2 elements.
Proof. Let 5 = {gx,...,gn} G G. Let g G G, then SgS = {g,ggk; Ki,k< n}. Fix i,j, k, and /, such that i ^ k andj i^ I. Then In order that SgS has n2 distinct elements, we require to choose g not a member of all such He's, i.e. show G # U(j f k t) Hkicijkl. Suppose G = U He, by Theorem 2, as this is a finite union of cosets, one of the subgroups has finite index in G. A centralizer H of G has finite index. Therefore either G has a finite conjugacy class or H -centralizer{e} = G. If H = centralizer{e} then gl = gk for some i, k, but / ¥= k by definition. Hence, G has a finite conjugacy class, a contradiction. Therefore G ¥= U{/, k ^ HklciJkl and a suitable g can be chosen.
Corollary 4. Let f G l\G) be such thhat f=2"=x X,g,, then there exists g G G such that II fgf \\ = 11/II2.
We can now prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 5. The group G has no finite conjugacy classes if and only if /'(G) has a uniquely maximal norm.
Proof. For the Banach algebra /'(G) the norm is always convex transitive. In order to prove /'(G) is uniquely maximal, we need only prove, by Theorem 1, that there does not exist a G/' (G) with Hall > 1 such that (a, §) is a bounded semigroup (where (a, §) denotes the semigroup generated by a and § the group of isometries in /'(G)). Suppose such an a exists. Let A" = sup{||fe||; fe G (a, §)}. Given e > 0, there exists fe G (a, 8> such that 1 < K -e < K -e/2 < lifeII < K for Let fe = a* + ie + a = g~' + -• • +g~' + ie + g, + ■■■ +g", thenfe G centre/'(G). Now ||fe|| = 2« + 1 but life2 II « (2n + l)2 -2 < (2« + l)2 = llfell2. Therefore p(fe) < ||fe||, where p denotes the spectral radius. By taking a suitable multiple of fe we may assume, p(fe)< 1 < llfell. Hence, fe has bounded powers and as it is in the centre of /'(G), (fe, §) is a bounded semigroup. Therefore, by Theorem 1, /'(G) is not uniquely maximal.
